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Our Weakness, His Strength 

Matthew 26:36-45 

12 February 2023 | Grace Bible Church Corinda | Ben Shannon 

Big Idea:  We are weak, but Jesus is strong. 

Big Question:  How can we find rest? 

Introduction 

The birth of a child is one of the most significant events that happen in your life. 

Unlike at times in the past, in 21st century Australia, the expectation is that fathers be present 

at the birth of their children. 

As a good husband, I endured having my hand crushed and being pummelled with fists 

throughout the birth of all our children. 

As some of you know, my wife is a night owl and so she decided to give birth to our children 

at the most inconvenient times of the day. 

Despite that, I stayed up with her each time because that’s the kind of valiant and humble 

husband I am. 

 

I have a friend – let’s call him Jeremy. 

When it came time for one of his children to be born, he dutifully went to the hospital with his 

wife. 

As far as I can tell, he didn’t get the unwritten memo about what’s expected, because while 

his wife was in labour, he fell asleep. 

It’d been a long day and he was exhausted. 

He wasn’t trying to be unsupportive, it’s just that he wasn’t really needed. 

After all, what could he do? 

No, he didn’t miss the actual birth and, yes, after 21 years they’re still happily married. 

 

I think that story of my friend gives us some good insight into our passage this morning. 

It gives us a sense of the scandal around what happened in the Garden of Gethsemane. 

It’s a powerful account of best friends who, in their weakness, can’t stand by their man in his 

hour of need. 

And the faithful son who presses on to do his father’s will in the face of adversity. 

Outline 

In our current series, we’re working our way through the final chapters of Matthew’s gospel. 
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With each verse, Jesus is getting closer and closer to the cross – the place where we’ll see 

the fullness of his power and his passion. 

Our passage describes the night before Jesus is sentenced and executed. 

Jesus and his disciples share a meal, sing a hymn and go out to the Mount of Olives near 

Jerusalem. 

 

Last week, we saw Jesus predict that all his disciples would fall away. 

Despite their protests, he said that Peter would do so that very night. 

Peter was in denial, but as we jumped forward to the end of the chapter, we found out that’s 

exactly what happened. 

We also saw that his failure was an opportunity for God’s grace to be displayed. 

 

In this week’s passage, we’ll focus on the events that took place in the Garden of 

Gethsemane. 

Just before his arrest, Jesus asks his disciples to pray for him in his moment of anguish. 

The big idea is that we are weak, but Jesus is strong. 

• Jesus’ Strength (vv36-39) 

• The Disciples’ Weakness (vv40-44) 

• Our Rest (vv45-46) 

Jesus’ Strength (vv36-39) 

First, we get some insight into Jesus’ great strength, even in trying circumstances. 

 

Jesus and goes with his disciples to this place called Gethsemane, on the western slopes of 

the Mount of Olives. 

{DP}  It probably looked something like this. 

It was an olive grove, and it was called Gethsemane because the name means ‘oil press’. 

It’s become a famous place in Christian tradition because of what happened on this night. 

Wikipedia tells me that if you go to Jerusalem today, you can visit FOUR different olive 

groves that all claim to be Gethsemane. 

While the true location has been lost over time, presumably Matthew expected people to 

know where he was talking about. 

 

When they get to the garden, Jesus tells his disciples to park it while he goes on a bit further 

to pray. 
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Matthew knew his Old Testament well and this is possibly an allusion to Genesis 22:5, 

where Abraham leaves his servants with the donkey while he and his son Isaac go on alone 

up essentially the same mountain as Jesus. 

There’s probably twelve of them at this point because Judas wasn’t with them anymore. 

So, all-in-all, it was a better turnout than most prayer meetings. 

 

{DP}  Jesus chooses three of his friends to stick close to him – Peter as well as the two sons 

of Zebedee. 

We first met James and John in chapter four when they were cleaning their fishing nets.1 

Like Peter, they left their boat behind to follow Jesus. 

This trio became Jesus’ inner circle amongst the disciples. 

 

At this point, we get an insight into the turmoil that Jesus was facing. 

His soul is overwhelmed with sorrow. 

That’s not saying that he’d rather be dead, but that what he’s felling is so overwhelming that 

the feeling itself is almost killing him. 

And what he says in verse 38 is almost a quote from Psalms 42 and 43, psalms that speak 

from the depths of sorrow: 

Matthew 26:38 NIV11 38 Then he said to them, “My soul is overwhelmed with sorrow 

to the point of death. Stay here and keep watch with me.” 

 

As time marches on and the cross gets nearer, the crushing reality of what’s about to 

happen is increasingly being felt by Jesus. 

That doesn’t mean that he didn’t know that he was going to the cross and he’s only just 

realised what it meant. 

Nor is he feeling this way because in anticipation of what it’s going to mean to go through 

with the painful and humiliating death by crucifixion, as shown in Mel Gibson’s movie. 

Jesus is going to experience something he’s never experienced before and it’s now less 

than a day away. 

Something The Passion of the Christ didn’t show clearly – the sheer grief, sorrow and 

distress of being separated from God. 

At the cross, Jesus will take on the human weakness of death as he gives himself to be a sin 

offering. 

 

By the time you get to this point in Matthew’s account of his life, you know Jesus fairly well. 

Yet this’s new, it’s the first time we’ve seen him like this. 
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Across all the gospels, Jesus is only recorded as weeping at two other times – Lazarus’ 

graveside and over the city of Jerusalem when he entered it.2 

And without a doubt, the depth of his sorrow here eclipses both of those occasions. 

 

I want to point out a few things this morning that are obvious and yet profound. 

The first one is that it’s important to remember that Jesus wasn’t a robot who didn’t feel 

anything. 

As a human being, he experienced human emotions, just like we do. 

Jesus is God, but here we see the way he experienced what it’s like to be human. 

 

Theologians talk about the ‘hypostatic union’. 

Can you say that with me?  ‘Hypostatic union.’ 

The name for it doesn’t matter all that much, but I do wonder where a conversation might 

lead. 

“What did you do on the weekend?” 

“I learned about the hypostatic union,” might be the start of an interesting conversation. 

 

The hypostatic union describes the truth that Jesus is both human and divine. 

{DP}  The hypostatic union is the joining of the divine and the human natures in the one 

person of Jesus. 

{DP}  We might show it like this. 

{DP}  But that’s not quite true because it implies that Jesus is sometimes human and 

sometimes divine. 

{DP}  The great mystery of this doctrine is that Jesus is both FULLY human and FULLY 

divine. 

{DP}  In other words, Jesus isn’t just God and man, he’s the God-man. 

 

Sometimes, it can feel like Jesus doesn’t really get us, understand us. 

After all, he’s God, which makes him great, but how can he know what it’s like to be human? 

Some people ask, “How’s it fair for him to judge us when he doesn’t know what it’s really like 

to live with the anxiety and uncertainly of this world?” 

I’ve heard people say things like, “If he experienced what I have to experience, if he was in 

MY situation, then he’d understand that I had to do what I’d do. 

“I had no choice but to sin.” 

Friends, listen out for that being said by others and be very careful of going there yourself. 
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It’s often a line we use to justify our sin. 

That may be how we justify our sin to ourselves, but it’s not what the Bible teaches. 

 

{DP}  The answer to those questions that is that Jesus has experienced the temptations we 

do firsthand. 

Our God is God, but he also knows what it’s like to be human. 

Because he took on human flesh. 

In the God of Gethsemane, we see the breathtaking humility of the God of the Bible who 

became human. 

Because he was a man, Jesus experienced temptation in this world. 

Matthew showed us that in chapter four when the devil tried to tempt him in all kinds of ways. 

 

I know that there are times where some of you have experienced a crushing, overwhelming 

sense of anxiety. 

Admittedly, not because you’re about to die on a cross for the sin of humanity, like Jesus. 

But other things have utterly overwhelmed and paralysed you. 

You’re not alone – lots of us have been in that place. 

But more importantly, our God understands because he’s experienced it firsthand. 

{DP}  The writer to the Hebrews says, 

Hebrews 4:15 NIV11  15 For we do not have a high priest who is unable to empathize 

with our weaknesses, but we have one who has been tempted in every way, just as 

we are—yet he did not sin. 

 

The second obvious thing I want to point out is how Jesus responds to the enormity of this 

situation. 

It’s worth making the rather obvious point that when Jesus was in trouble, he prayed. 

{DP}  He didn’t just grit his teeth and press on, and he certainly doesn’t curl up in the corner. 

He knows that his concerns will be heard when he prays. 

More than that, he knows that he can pour out his heart to his loving father who delights to 

show mercy and grace in our time of need. 

 

I know it’s an obvious, but it’s not always what we do, is it? 

Jesus uses an amped up version of the word ‘pray’ here. 

He’s praying earnestly to his father. 

We can do the same when we’re in trouble, knowing that our heavenly father cares for us. 
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Jesus also enlists his friends to join him in walking through this ordeal. 

He asks them to be alert, stay and keep watch WITH him, just like he’s done before.3 

That doesn’t mean that he wants them to watch out for Judas coming with the band of men. 

The disciples aren’t just there to protect his isolation, they’re to join with him in humbly 

making their requests known to God. 

Obviously, they can’t go to the cross to die for sin like he can, but he’s pleading with them to 

join him in something they can do – praying. 

Jesus isn’t asking his disciples to do anything that he’s not going to do himself, but to join 

him in his weakness and walk with him through this ordeal. 

 

Maybe I’m just exposing my own failings, but we can be a bit flippant about the value of 

friends who can help share the burdens of life in prayer. 

We can be far too quick to say, “I’ll pray for you” (and not doing it) and too slow to ask for 

prayer for meaningful and important things. 

What a comfort and blessing it is to know that you’ve got friends praying with you. 

There’s nothing more helpful that you can do for your friends or that they can do for you than 

to pray for them. 

The apostle Paul models the importance of this when he asks the Roman Christians to join 

him in his struggle… by praying in Romans 15.4 

 

Jesus walks along a little bit further and he falls to the ground praying, verse 39. 

We sometimes talk about getting on your knees as a way of talking about praying. 

However, in the Bible there are lots of different postures you can take on when you pray. 

In other words, there’s no set position that you must pray in. 

 

However, how we pray might say something about how we pray. 

To use the secular phrase, “The medium is the message.” 

Falling to the ground isn’t a sign of praying boldly like when you pray with your hands in the 

air. 

I save that for kind of praying for Jehovah’s Witnesses as I chase them down the footpath… 

but that’s another story. 

Praying on your knees or falling down is a way of showing humility before God when you 

pray. 

I agree with lots of people who think that’s what Jesus’s doing here. 
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However, this got me thinking about how I pray, this week. 

That’s always a good thing to do and it was a reminder that I not only need to think about 

how much I pray, it also got me thinking about what position I’m in when I pray. 

I do tend to pray in all kinds of different positions, but it’s not very often that I fall down and 

pray. 

Usually, it’s only on Saturday nights and Sunday mornings when there’s no runway left for 

sermon preparation and I’m at a loss of what I’m going to teach God’s people. 

Tired, exhausted, I pray lying down because I’ve come to the end of myself and there’s no 

energy left to do anything else. 

I do wonder if that’s part of what Jesus is experiencing here. 

 

I think it’s fair to say that Jesus is in imminent spiritual danger here. 

A lifetime of ministry can be undone by just one moment of poor decision making. 

Despite all of the good he’s done up to this point, if Jesus falls now, his whole ministry will be 

a failure. 

The pressure’s very much on him. 

 

It must’ve been tempting to call down the legions of angels to come and help him. 

Instead of turning to heaven for reinforcements though, he turns to heaven for reinforcement. 

He prayerfully clings to and depends on his father, seeking to do his will. 

He asks that, if it’s possible, this cup would be taken from him. 

 

What’s the cup that Jesus is talking about? 

It’s an interesting phrase. 

In the Old Testament, a cup seems to typically be used as a metaphor for God’s wrath, 

judgment, ruin and disgrace.5 

{DP}  This very clearly ISN’T the kind of cup you want to be drinking.   

Psalm 75:8 NIV11  8 In the hand of the LORD is a cup full of foaming wine mixed 

with spices; he pours it out, and all the wicked of the earth drink it down to its very 

dregs. 

Jeremiah 25:15 NIV11  15 This is what the LORD, the God of Israel, said to me: 

“Take from my hand this cup filled with the wine of my wrath and make all the nations 

to whom I send you drink it. 

 

Jesus is anticipating all of God’s wrath and anger at sin falling down on him. 

That’s exactly what happened at the cross. 
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God isn’t indifferent to sin. 

{DP}  He’s rightly, justly, appropriately angry at sin. 

Psalm 7:11 NIV11 11 God is a righteous judge, a God who displays his wrath every 

day. 

His anger is going to fall on Jesus as he dies in the place of those who deserve it. 

 

For Jesus, it means ultimate judgment at the cross, but the disciples will drink from this cup 

too. 

If you can remember back to chapter twenty, there Jesus talked about a cup.6 

James and John’s mother asked for the favour of her sons being given privileged positions in 

his kingdom. 

As a reply, Jesus asked them if they could drink the cup that he would drink. 

In their enthusiasm, they reply that they can, probably without realising quite what that would 

mean. 

Jesus agrees that they too will drink from this cup. 

 

Jesus’ prayer is a humble request, but ultimately it’s a prayer of victory because although 

Jesus asks that this cup would be taken from him (and who can blame him!) he also prays 

that God’s will be done. 

It’s a small but profound prayer:  “Yet not as I will, but as you will.” 

Jesus isn’t a doormat who doesn’t have a vested interest in what happens to him and blindly 

follows his Father’s commands. 

But he’s prepared to put his interests underneath his father’s. 

It’s a prayer of victory over himself as he puts aside his owns desires for those that please 

his father. 

 

As a human being, Jesus experienced the difficulty of living in this world. 

The struggle was real, yet here we see his quiet strength as he dependently prays, relying 

on his father. 

And yet ultimately asks that God’s will, rather than his own, would be done. 

The Disciples’ Weakness (vv40-44) 

Secondly, we see the disciples’ weakness. 

 

Jesus wraps up his prayer and returns to his disciples, verse 40, where he finds them 

praying their little hearts out. 
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Ah, no. 

Lo and behold, he discovers that they’ve been sleeping! 

They’ve all been doing the same thing, but it’s Peter that he asks: 

Matthew 26:40b NIV11  “Couldn’t you men keep watch with me for one hour?” he 

asked Peter. 

 

{DP}  A challenge with written words is that it can be difficult to pick up the tone of what’s 

being said. 

That’s one of the reasons that text messages can be so dangerous. 

I’m not saying that you shouldn’t text people, but we need to be careful and realise the limits 

of texts because they can be so open to misinterpretation. 

It can be hard to know the tone of the person who’s sent it and that can be just as important 

as the words that are actually said. 

Unless it was written in all caps, and then the tone seems to be fairly clear. 

 

It seems to me that a lot hangs on the tone of this question because that’ll guide how we 

should understand it. 

Is it angry?  Is it compassionate?  Is it accusing?  Is it disappointed? 

Should it have been written in capital letters?  (Actually, originally in Greek it would’ve been, 

but not because it was meant to be yelled.) 

We’ve kind of got to guess at the tone here. 

 

I know that I can’t prove it, but my hunch is that Jesus is compassionate rather than angry. 

I think he’s highlighting their weakness without outright condemning it. 

One reason for saying that is because when he comes back to them after his second prayer 

in verses 43 and 44, he simply turns around and goes back to praying. 

There doesn’t seem to be any anger or fury or retribution or even verbal correction. 

 

The disciples weren’t able to keep watch for an hour. 

Just about everyone points out that this mightn’t be exactly an hour, but that it’s a rounded 

number. 

I’m not exactly sure why that’s important, but since just about everyone else pointed that out, 

I thought I’d better mention it too. 

 

We might think, “Who are these jokers that they can’t even pray for an hour!” 
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An hour isn’t a very long time… unless you’re praying. 

Who hasn’t fallen asleep when they’ve been praying before? 

Closing your eyes can have the dual effect of blocking out distractions and putting yourself to 

sleep. 

 

Jesus tells them to watch and pray because it’ll be good for them. 

He specifically says that they need to watch so that they don’t fall into temptation. 

What’s the temptation, I wonder? 

Could it be that he’s anticipating what we saw him warn them about last week in verse 31? 

That they’re going to be tempted to fall away on account of Jesus? 

I wonder if Jesus is saying that they need to watch out every bit as much as he does, while 

knowing full-well that they won’t be able to do it. 

Matthew 26:41 NIV11 41 “Watch and pray so that you will not fall into temptation. The 

spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak.” 

 

That’s amongst one of my favourite verses in the Bible, especially the last bit. 

Motives matter and the disciples seem to have the very best of motives. 

We know that their spirit is willing. 

Unfortunately, just because you mean well doesn’t mean that you produce good results. 

 

{DP}  What is it that they say?  “The road to hell is paved with good intentions.” 

It’s a quote often said to come from a Christian from the past named Bernard of Clairvaux. 

It’s a bit overly dramatic and I think we’re better off sticking with what Jesus said – “The spirit 

is willing, but the flesh is weak.” 

The disciples seem to be spiritually willing, but they’re physically weak. 

Their desire isn’t matched by their physical abilities. 

 

Jesus goes off a second time to pray. 

It’s a very similar prayer, but slightly different to the one before. 

This time, Jesus doesn’t ask for the cup to be taken from him. 

It’s different because instead of asking whether someone else can do it, this time he asks if 

there’s another way that it can be done. 

Is drinking this cup really the only way that God’s plan of salvation can be carried out and 

humanity saved? 
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Jesus is willing to be his father’s servant, but isn’t there some other way? 

 

People have come up with all kinds of suggestions. 

Couldn’t God just forget about our sins? 

No, because he wouldn’t be just. 

If he did that, God would let off people who are guilty without there being any consequence 

for sin. 

The only way was for God to have his son pay the penalty for sin. 

 

Couldn’t our good works be measured against our bad? 

God requires righteous obedience to his word, but doing the right thing doesn’t make up for 

doing the wrong things we do. 

When God requires us to be righteous, a mark of 50% isn’t a pass, it’s a fail. 

Being righteous beings doing the right thing 100% of the time. 

 

Jesus prays that if there really is no other way, may God’s will be done. 

The cross can’t be sidestepped if he’s to fulfil his father’s will. 

It’s the only way that God can be just and merciful. 

Only by a perfect, sinless, sacrifice dying on a cross can sin be justly punished so that 

sinners can be mercifully forgiven. 

And it’s going to cost Jesus his life. 

 

So, he prays. 

It’s a prayer that he repeats again in verse 44. 

Isn’t he in danger of being a God-botherer by asking the same thing more than once?  No. 

Didn’t God hear him the first time?  Yes, he did. 

Jesus demonstrates that it’s okay to be persistent in prayer as we keep waiting on God. 

God is so kind to us that he invites us to keep on asking. 

 

Jesus comes back a second time and finds them asleep again. 

I get it.  Sometimes you’re so tired that you really just cannot stay awake. 

I’m sure we’ve all had the experience of trying to stay awake and yet we’re just so tired that 

our eyelids keep coming down. 

Maybe that’s happening to you right now. 
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Jesus doesn’t chew them out though, he leaves them to pray a third time. 

 

I think that these verses are here to show us the disciples’ weakness. 

They’re weak, even though they’re in imminent spiritual danger. 

In Luke’s account of these events, we’re told that they were “exhausted from sorrow.”7 

Sorrow is painful and tiring. 

No matter how much they try, they just can’t muster up the strength to pray. 

 

It makes me thankful for the gift that God’s given us. 

God’s given every Christian the gift of the Holy Spirit. 

The Spirit plays a role in all kinds of ways and the focus is often placed on the most 

spectacular gifts he gives. 

However, one of the most significant things the Spirit does is to pray on our behalf. 

He knows how to pray for us even when we don’t. 

How good is that? 

Romans 8:26–27 NIV11  26 In the same way, the Spirit helps us in our weakness. 

We do not know what we ought to pray for, but the Spirit himself intercedes for us 

through wordless groans. 27 And he who searches our hearts knows the mind of the 

Spirit, because the Spirit intercedes for God’s people in accordance with the will of 

God. 

 

This shows us the weakness of the disciples. 

A weakness that’s common to all of humanity. 

Because we’re just regular human beings like them, it shows us our weakness too. 

The disciples were in unique circumstances, but what’s true of them is also true of us. 

They can’t even stay awake to pray, let alone die for the sin of others. 

We’re spiritually weak, just like they were. 

Our Rest (vv45-46) 

Finally, we’re going to see the rest that God gives. 

 

Jesus returns to his disciples for the final time in verse 45. 

There’s some debate about whether Jesus is asking a question here or giving a command. 

He might be saying something like, “Sleep and take your rest later on.” 
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I think that it’s most likely a question because Jesus isn’t uncertain about whether they’re 

sleeping or not. 

 

I’m not sure that Jesus is condemning them so much as simply stating facts here. 

There’s wisdom in knowing our limits and getting rest when we need it. 

We try to play God, but we’re actually not very good at it. 

In fact, we’re DESIGNED not to be very good at it. 

Our need for sleep and rest is a gift from God because it stops us from trying to play God. 

 

Sometimes, God brings us to the end of ourselves. 

Sometimes he does it in major ways that we just can’t see a way around for ourselves. 

That’s one of the things going on here. 

And he does it in smaller ways every day. 

Sometimes we might be able to stretch out our day to 24 or 36 ours by pulling an all-nighter, 

but most of us can’t go much beyond that. 

Fun fact: Over the new year period between 1963 and 1964, 17-year-old Randy Gardner 

stayed awake for 11 days and 24 minutes. 

At the end, I imagine that he needed to catch up by sleeping quite bit! 

We can’t go on forever and our need for sleep shows us that. 

 

There’s nothing wrong with sleep. 

On the one hand, the Proverbs talk about the sluggard, a person who’s so much of a 

lazybones that they won’t ever get up from their sleep.8 

That’s ungodly. 

On the other hand, God created a Sabbath – a day of rest – for man. 

Modelled on God’s own act of creation, he makes a day for man to stop from their work and 

rest. 

 

I think those are two different things – stopping from work and resting. 

Stopping from work doesn’t automatically cause us to rest in God, but that’s exactly what 

stopping work is meant to teach us. 

God commanded Israel to rest once per week so that they would learn to rightly depend on 

him. 

We need to stop and rest in him too, something that we need a weekly reminder of because 

we’re so quick to forget! 
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More than that, sleep can very much be a matter of godliness. 

There’s lots of health advice doing the rounds that suggests that many of us don’t get 

enough sleep and it’s unhealthy. 

Also, when we’re tired, we hurt other people through mistakes or, more often, through the 

wilful cutting of our tongue. 

 

In this room, there’s almost certainly some of us who lack the self-discipline to get ourselves 

to bed when we should. 

If that’s you, don’t blame the resulting ungodliness on your lack of coffee or anything other 

than what it actually is. 

Stop trying to push the God-imposed limits and get enough sleep. 

I like how one author says that sleep is the secret weapon of productive people.9 

 

Jesus isn’t condemning sleep. 

What he’s pointing out is that they’ve been doing the inappropriate thing for the time. 

At this point that they should’ve been at their most alert and aware, they’ve been asleep. 

They need to be praying, but they’ve been sleeping. 

He’s strong, but they’re weak. 

 

They need to be alert because the hour has come. 

It’s like Jesus has been on a rollercoaster, slowly being hauled up to the top of the ride. 

I don’t know exactly how you pick exactly when he starts hurtling down the other side, but I 

reckon this’s probably it. 

Everything’s been building to this point and the floodgates are about to burst open. 

 

If there was any doubt that Jesus knew what was about to happen, it’s cleared up in verse 

46. 

He tells his disciples to get up and to go and meet, not his guest or friend, but his betrayer. 

The one who’s going to turn him over is here. 

And so Matthew finishes on a cliff-hanger: 

Matthew 26:46 NIV11  46 Rise! Let us go! Here comes my betrayer!” 

 

Even in our weakness, God is in control. 
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The disciples are weak, but Jesus is strong. 

He can do what’s simply beyond them. 

 

We are weak, which is why Jesus went to the cross. 

Our failings were laid on him, our sin was nailed to the cross. 

By Jesus dying, his strength became ours. 

We’ll only find rest when we trust what Jesus has done for us. 

The gift of God’s rest comes through his son giving himself for us. 

It’s only when we realise that we’re weak and trust Jesus’ strength that we can be strong. 

So, we can say with Paul, “For when I am weak, then I am strong.”10 

The hope of the Garden of Gethsemane is the hope of rest in Jesus. 

Conclusion 

In this passage we see our weakness and Jesus’ strength. 

The disciples fell asleep rather than vigilantly so that they wouldn’t fall into temptation. 

Jesus struggled, but through prayer he was willing to put his father’s will before his own. 

 

In closing, listen to how the writer to the Hebrews summarises these events: 

Hebrews 5:7–9 NIV11  7 During the days of Jesus’ life on earth, he offered up 

prayers and petitions with fervent cries and tears to the one who could save him from 

death, and he was heard because of his reverent submission. 8 Son though he was, 

he learned obedience from what he suffered 9 and, once made perfect, he became 

the source of eternal salvation for all who obey him 

 
1 Matthew 4:21-22 
2 John 11:35 and Luke 19:41 
3 Matthew 24:42-43; 25:13 
4 Romans 15:30 
5 Psalm 11:6; 75:7-8; Isaiah 51:19, 22; Jeremiah 25:15; 49:12; 51:7; Lamentations 4:21; Ezekiel 
23:31-34; Habakkuk 2:16; Zechariah 12:2 
6 Matthew 20:22-23 
7 Luke 22:45 
8 Proverbs 6:9 
9 Carey Nieuwhof, ‘Sleep: The Secret Leadership Weapon No One’s Talking About’, 
CareyNieuwhof.com, 30 October 2014, https://careynieuwhof.com/sleep-secret-leadership-weapon-
one-wants-talk/. 
10 2 Corinthians 12:9–10 
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Big Idea:  We are weak, but Jesus is strong. 

Big Question:  How can we find rest? 

Discussion Questions 

1. Why does Jesus go to the Garden of Gethsemane? 

2. What does Jesus’ unusual emotional state tell us? 

3. Do you think our posture has any bearing on our prayers? 

4. Compare Jesus’ first and second prayers.  How are they similar and different? 

5. How would you describe the tone of Jesus’ question in verse 40?  How did you come to 

that conclusion? 

6. Why does Jesus say that the disciples need to pray?  Why do they struggle? 

7. Is sleeping ungodly?  Is not sleeping ungodly? 

8. Do you think that the events of the evening took Jesus by surprise? 


